Dear Paul,

After writing you a week ago to ask for the last page of a Rankin memo I'd gotten from you I found one of my misfiled originals this morning. So please do not go to any trouble to locate your copy and copy that last page.

This is one of the problems I face when others use my files and in some instances when I have student help.

I've spent the time my legs permitted three of the past four days trying to locate a few CIA records the location of which I knew very well before a student moved them. She has long since left the area and I have no idea how to reach her.

If you remember the numbers or better if you can find the time to make copies it would be quite helpful to the writing I'm now into.

One is the draft of questions the CIA proposed be asked of the USSR about LHO.

Another is comment on them, as I recall by State but possibly including some on the Commission.

Of less importance to me now but still useful, the crazy memo an unidentified KGB defector drafted immediately after the assassination. I suspect it was Galitsyn. It was supposed to be an analysis.

I suppose you've heard that "roden is suing Livingstone and that you've heard more than I have about Livingstone's behavior at and since ASK.

Unfortunate. These things do not help a bit.

Thanks if you can provide these things.

We hope you all had a good holiday and that all have a better years ahead that seems probable.

Our best,

[Signature]